
Do Now …
Date:  October 5, 2015

Objective: Describe the location of electrons 
around the atom.
Copy:

When an atom loses an electron is becomes 
positive (a cation).  

When an atom gains an electron it becomes 
negative. (an anion)



Try these …

Na loses an electron:

Cu loses two electrons:

F gains an electron:

O gains two electrons:

Al loses three electrons:

Positive or Negative?



Monday – October 5, 2015

Today:   
Warm-Up, Video: Cosmos: Atomic Spectra

UNIT TEST - This Friday





Do Now …
Date:  October 6, 2015

Objective: Describe the location of electrons 
around the atom.
Copy:

1s2
Number of 
Electrons in 

orbital

Shape of 
Orbital

Distance of 
electrons from 

nucleus



Tuesday– October 6, 2015

Today:   
Warm-Up, Notes & Practice: Electron 
Configurations

HW: p 149, #30, 34 (paraphrase question)

UNIT TEST - This Friday



By the end of today …

Phosphorous:   1s22s22p63s23p3

Nickel:  1s22s22p63s23p64s23d8

https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=sMt5Dcex0kg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMt5Dcex0kg


Electrons in Atoms

Electrons in the outer shells of an 
atom largely determine the 

chemical reactivity of the atom.



Outer shell electrons … 

… are called valence electrons.



Atomic Models Review

Democritus: Came up with the idea of atoms.
Dalton: Demonstrated idea of atom experimentally.
Thomson:  Demonstrated that there were electrons.
Rutherford:  Showed that the mass of an atom is 
concentrated in a small, positively charged nucleus.
Bohr: Proposed that electrons move around the nucleus in 
orbitals and have certain allowed energy levels.
Quantum Mechanical Model:  States that while electron 
have orbitals they are not precisely defined.  We can only 
state where the electron will probably be.



Atomic Models Review

Quantum Mechanical Model:  
States that electrons do not have 
precise orbitals and the atom does not 
have a definite shape.  
This model is based upon probability.



Atomic Models Review

Quantum Mechanical Model:  

Images from http://hi.fi.tripod.com/ timeline/timeline.htm



Atomic Models Review

Image from http://education.jlab.org/ 
qa/atom_model.html

QMM 
updates 
Bohr’s 
Model:  

http://education.jlab.org/qa/atom_model.html


Quantum Mechancal  Model      *

How is this different from classical 
physics?

Quantum Mechanical Model:  
States that electrons do not have precise 
orbitals and the atom does not have a 
definite shape.  This model is based upon 
probability.



Atomic Models

• Remember: these are only models of 
how we understand the atom based on 
experiments.  

• While models help us understand and 
discuss the structure of the atom, they do 
have limitations.

• As we gain more information based on 
experiments, models are updated or 
discarded based on experimental evidence.



The Quantum Mechanical Model
The Schrödinger equation provides a quantitative description of the rate of change 
of the state vector.

Schrödinger equation is:

where i is the unit imaginary number,    is Planck's constant divided by 2π, and the 
Hamiltonian H(t) is a self-adjoint operator acting on the state space. The 
Hamiltonian describes the total energy of the system. As with the force occurring 
in Newton's second law, its exact form is not provided by the Schrödinger 
equation, and must be independently determined based on the physical properties 
of the system.  From http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schr%F6dinger_equation.

So it’s a bit complicated …



The Quantum Mechanical Model

Using Schrödinger’s wave equations  we can 
calculate where electrons will be most of the 
time.



How do we describe where the electrons are?

The sublevel and it’s shape.  

Images from http://www.sfu.ca/~nbranda/28xweb/281topics.html



How do we describe where the electrons are?

The sublevel and it’s shape.  

https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=sMt5Dcex0kg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMt5Dcex0kg


More on the Quantum Mechanical Model

The quantum mechanical 
model describes mathematically 
how electrons move.

The model is based on the 
probability of where the electrons 
will are located at a given time.  



Big Idea

A quantum is the amount of energy 
required to move an electron from its 
present energy level to the next higher one.

The energies of electrons are quantized 
(have fixed values).

Lowest Energy Level = Ground State
Higher Level = Excited State



More on the Quantum Mechanical Model

Like Bohr’s model electrons are 
restricted to energy levels 
having certain values.

Unlike Bohr’s model, electrons 
do not follow exact paths 
around the nucleus.  



How can we describe the electron 
configuration for an atom?

We need a type of notation that is 
descriptive and easy to understand.



Electron Configuration Notation

1s2

Principle Energy 
Level (n)

Momentum Quantum 
Number (l)  -- type of 

orbital(s)

Number of 
Electrons 
in orbital

Shape of OrbitalDistance of 
electrons from 

nucleus



Configuration Diagram 

1s
2s   2p
3s   3p   3d
4s   4p   4d   4f
5s   5p   5d   5f   5g
6s   6p   6d   6f   6g
7s   7p



Steps

1. Determine the number of electrons.
2. Use the orbital chart to write and fill each 

orbital.
3. Stop when you have used all the 

electrons.



Practice

Write the electron configuration of:
a. hydrogen
b. lithium

a. 1s1

b. 1s22s1



Practice

Write the electron configuration of:
a. phosphorous
b. nickel

a. 1s22s22p63s23p3

b. 1s22s22p63s23p64s23d8



Which Nesting Doll is like a 4S Orbital?



Practice

Write the electron configuration of:
a. Nitrogen
b. Copper 

a. 1s22s22p3

b. 1s22s22p63s23p64s23d9



Practice

Write the electron configuration of:
a. N-3

b. Cu+2

a. 1s22s22p6

b. 1s22s22p63s23p64s23d7



--------------



Warm Up: Mass Number
Atomic 
number

Mass 
number

Number of 
protons

Number of 
neutrons

Number of 
electrons

Symbol of 
element

9 10

14 15

47 22

55 25



--------------



Do Now …
Date: October 7, 2015

Objective: Describe the location of electrons 
around the atom.

Write the electron configuration for:

K 

F

F-

1s22s22p63s23p64s1

1s22s22p5

1s22s22p6



Do Now …

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMt5Dcex0kg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sMt5Dcex0kg


Wednesday– October 7, 2015

Today:  
W-Up, Electrons in Atoms & Practice

HW:  Review in book:  (p. p 322-347)

TEST - This Friday



Which Matryoshka Doll is like a 4S Orbital?



Electrons, Protons, & Neutrons

Particle Symbol Relative 
Electrical 
charge

Approx. 
relative 
mass (amu)

Actual 
mass (g)

Electron e- 9.11 x 10-28

Proton p+

Neutron n0 1.67 x 10-24



Structure of the Atom

What occupies the most space in 
the atom?

Empty Space



Basis for Quantum Theory

Electrons in atoms and molecules 
only exist in certain energy states.

We sometimes call the Quantum 
Mechanical Model the Electron 
Cloud Model.



How do we describe where the electrons are?

What do we need to describe 
where electrons are around 
the nucleus of an atom?

*



How do we describe where the electrons are?

The principle quantum number (n). 

Describes energy levels in an atom.

Has values of 1, 2, 3, …  



How do we describe where the electrons are?

The sublevel and it’s shape.  Called the 
momentum quantum number (l).

Images from http://www.sfu.ca/~nbranda/28xweb/281topics.html



Remember …  

The orbitals are based on Schrödinger's  
equation.  The orbital is the place where the 
electron is found most of the time.

Images from http://hi.fi.tripod.com/ timeline/timeline.htm

1st Energy 
Level 2nd Energy 

Level

Mostly Empty 
Space



Practice
What is wrong with these statements?

a. An orbital is a ball of uniform density.

b. An orbital is like a solar system.

c. An orbital tells you exactly where to find an 
electron.

d. An orbital can hold only one electron.



s, p, and d  Orbitals

The orbital and it’s shape.  

Images from http://www.chemcomp.com/Journal_of_CCG/Articles/molorbs.htm



Momentum Quantum Number (l)

Atomic orbitals are the cloud shaped areas 
where the electrons are likely to be found.
The orbitals are:
s (spherical)     – can hold 2 electrons
p (dumbbell shaped)     – can hold 6 electrons
d (varied)       – can hold 10 electrons
f (difficult to visualize)



Magnetic Quantum Number (m)

The p sublevel has 3 orbitals.

Image from http://cwx.prenhall.com/petrucci/medialib/media_portfolio/text_images/FG09_26.JPG



All three of the p orbitals combined.  

Image from 
http://www.sfu.ca/~nbranda/28
xweb/images/all_p_orbitals.jpg



Magnetic Quantum Number (m)

The d sublevel has 5 orbitals.

Image from http://cwx.prenhall.com/petrucci/medialib/media_portfolio/text_images/FG09_26.JPG



Describes the spin of an electron. 

Values can be   +½     or     - ½.

Sometimes written ms .

Spin Quantum Number (s)



Practice

1. How is a 4s orbital like a 1s?  How is 
it different?

2. Why do we use the four quantum 
numbers to describe the electron?

3. How did scientists come up with this 
system? 

4. What are valence electrons and why 
are they important?



Big Idea

The electron configuration
notation helps us describe how 
electrons are arranged in atoms.
From this information we can 

predict chemical bonding 
and reactivity.



Practice

Write the electron configuration of:
a. sulfur
b. cobalt

a. 1s22s22p63s23p4

b. 1s22s22p63s23p64s23d7



More Practice

Write the electron configuration of:
a. Boron ion:   B3+

b. Fluoride ion:   F-1

a. 1s2

b. 1s22s22p6



More Practice

Write the electron configuration of:
a. calcium ion (Ca2+)
b. iodide ion (I-)

a. 1s22s22p63s23p6

b. 1s22s22p63s23p64s23d10…5p6



Cations and Anions

Remember:

When an atom loses an electron it 
becomes___________.

When an atom gains an electron it 
becomes___________.

positive

negative



Still More Practice

Write the electron configuration of:
a. nitrogen
b. vanadium
c. the sodium cation (Na+)
d. the chloride anion 



Big Idea

The electron configuration notation 
helps us describe how electrons are 
arranged in atoms.

From this information we can predict 
chemical bonding and reactivity.



-----------------------------



Do Now …
Date: October 8, 2015

Objective: Describe the location of electrons 
around the atom.

Using  =proton,  =neutron, and  =electron, 
draw:
- An atom with 2 protons, 3 neutrons and 4 

electrons.
- A positive ion of lithium.
- A negative ion of fluorine.



Thursday– October 8, 2015

Today:  Warm-Up, Quantum Activity

HW: Study for Unit Test Friday



Valence Electrons

Electrons in the outer shell of an atom.

Involved in chemical reactions.



Structure of the Electron

Empty Space

Most of the volume of the atom 
is:



Electron Configuration Notation

1s2
Number of 
Electrons 
in orbital

Shape of Orbital

Distance of 
electrons from 

nucleus



Electron Configuration

1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2



s orbitals can hold up to …

2 electrons



This is a  _______  orbital.

http://www.d.umn.edu/%7Epkiprof/ChemWebV2/AOs/3DMF/s-orb.3dmf
http://www.d.umn.edu/%7Epkiprof/ChemWebV2/AOs/3DMF/s-orb.3dmf


This is a  _______  orbital.

Image from www.d.umn.edu/~pkiprof/ ChemWebV2/AOs/ao1.html

http://www.d.umn.edu/%7Epkiprof/ChemWebV2/AOs/3DMF/p-orb.3dmf
http://www.d.umn.edu/%7Epkiprof/ChemWebV2/AOs/3DMF/p-orb.3dmf


This is a  _______  orbital.

Image from www.d.umn.edu/~pkiprof/ ChemWebV2/AOs/ao1.html

http://www.d.umn.edu/%7Epkiprof/ChemWebV2/AOs/3DMF/s-orb.3dmf
http://www.d.umn.edu/%7Epkiprof/ChemWebV2/AOs/3DMF/s-orb.3dmf


This is a  _______  orbital.

Image from www.d.umn.edu/~pkiprof/ ChemWebV2/AOs/ao1.html

http://www.d.umn.edu/%7Epkiprof/ChemWebV2/AOs/3DMF/dz2-orb.3dmf
http://www.d.umn.edu/%7Epkiprof/ChemWebV2/AOs/3DMF/dz2-orb.3dmf


This is a  _______  orbital.

Image from http://library.thinkquest.org/15567/lessons/4.html



This is a  _______  orbital.

Image from http://library.thinkquest.org/15567/lessons/4.html



p orbitals can hold up to …

6 electrons



d orbitals can hold up to …

10 electrons





Do Now …
Date: October 9, 2015

Objective: Describe the location of electrons 
around the atom.

Using  =proton,  =neutron, and  =electron, 
draw:
- An atom with 2 protons, 3 neutrons and 4 

electrons.
- A positive ion of lithium.
- A negative ion of fluorine.



Do Now …
Date: October 9, 2015

Objective: Describe the atom and radioactivity.

Copy:

Isotopes of the same element have different 
numbers of neutrons.  The protons and electrons 
are the same.

Isotopes are written based on their mass number 
(e.g.  Carbon-12, Carbon-13, Carbon 14).



Friday– October 9, 2015

Today:  Warm-Up, Notes & Practice,
Review Practice Test

HW: Study for Unit Test Friday



O16
8

Isotopes: Practice
How many neutrons are in the following atoms?

S32
16

Ag108
47 Pb207

82

Atomic #

Mass #



Nuclear Chemistry
Reactions involving the nucleus of an atom.

Often involve the breakdown of isotopes.



Isotopes

• Same number of protons. 
• Different number of neutrons.



Isotopes

Used in 
medicine 
to study 

the 
human 
body. 

Image from http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/health/medical_notes/g-i/764070.stm



Isotopes

Used to irradiate food (cobalt-60).  Gamma 
rays are used to kill bacteria on food.

Used in determining the age of fossils and 
objects of archeological significance 

(carbon-14).

Used as tracers to study biological and 
chemical processes.



Isotopes

Used in smoke detectors (americium-241).

Image from http://www.zen28647.zen.co.uk/images/smoke-detector.jpg



Nuclear Chemistry

Little Boy and 
Fat Man

Image from www.learnersonline.com/ weekly/lessons04

http://www.learnersonline.com/weekly/lessons04/week4/


Isotopes

Used to 
generate 
power.

Image from www.idph.state.il.us/ timeline/1980nuclear.jpg



===============

Video – Atom Bomb



O16
8

Mass number = 16
Atomic number = 8

Isotopes: Notation
You will see elements written in shorthand.

1 H3
1H1 H2

1

Hydrogen
(no neutrons)

Hydrogen
(two neutrons)

Hydrogen
(one neutron)



O16
8

Isotopes: Practice
How many neutrons are in the following atoms?

S32
16

Ag108
47 Pb207

82

Atomic #

Mass #



Isotopes: D2O



Isotopes and Nuclear Decay

Many isotopes will breakdown 
and release nuclear radiation.



Electrons, Protons, & Neutrons
Particle Symbol Relative 

Electrical 
charge

Approx. 
relative 
mass (amu)

Actual 
mass (g)

Electron e- 9.11 x 10-28

Proton p+

Neutron n0 1.67 x 10-24



Half-Life of Radioactive Atoms

The time it takes for ½ of the atoms to 
break-down.



Energy of Different Radiation

Image from: http://www.howe.k12.ok.us/~jimaskew/chem/cnucler.htm



Types of Radiation: Alpha Particle

Equivalent to the nucleus of a helium atom.

He4
2

Image from http://education.jlab.org/glossary/alphaparticle.html



Types of Radiation: Beta Particle

An electron.  



Types of Radiation: Gamma

Not a particle.  Gamma radiation is a wave.
High energy radiation.



Energy of Different Radiation

Image from: http://www.howe.k12.ok.us/~jimaskew/chem/cnucler.htm



Practice
1. Write the electron configuration for Aluminum. 
2. What do the coefficient, letter, and superscript 

represent?
3. Write the electron configuration for the 

magnesium ion and the fluorine ion.



===============



Friday – December 19, 2010

Today:  Unit Test

HW:
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